(1)
with a symmetric positive definite matrix A A of rank n. We will assume that the solution of (2) Is found by the method of square roots, always taking advantage of the accumulation of scalar products, independently of how one computes the elements of system (2).
Method B leads to a left orthogonal transformation of (l) into

Px -i (2')
The term "equivalent perturbation" seems to refer to inverse roundoff analysis.
where P • QA, l • Qf, matrix P has non-null elements only in the right upper triangle P of rank n. Let l be the vector whose components are the first n components of the vector Qf. The triangular system Px = J, is equivalent to system (2).
'!be total error in both methods is composed of the roundoff error in reading in the coefficients and the right-hand terms of (2) and (3) and the roundoff error during the solving of these systems. Since triangular system~ may be solved very exactly ([1, Chapter 4]), we can neglect the roundoff error in the solution of {3) and in the backsolution part of the me thod of square roots in the aolution of (2).
Because of the equivalence of (2) and {3) it does not matter whether one calculates the equivalent perturbation of roundoff errors of Jl!thods A and B in terms of (2) or (3). We will do the calculations in terms of system (2) since this is more convenient. Everywhere below, if it is not speci fic ally stated, we will use the symbols adopted in [1] and the Euclidean norm of the matrices and ve ctors. 1) Let us examine in the first place the errors of Method A.
Because of the roundoff in the calculation of the scalar products, the elements of the matrix ATA and the vector ATf will be obtained with a certain error; i.e., instead of (2) we obtain In the carrying out of all operations in a machine with a t-digit T T accuracy, the elements of A(A A) and A(A f), which we will designate respectively by Ab. , and Ak. , may be estimated on the basis of [ 
Here it is assumed HaJI < l-Iß"*" 1 , ||f|| < I-IE'*" 1 , which guarantees the possibility of calculating in fixed point.
If the scalar products are calculated with double precision, then the estimate imder consideration is practically independent of N. In 
(7)
In the same way.
In the case of fixed point (fip)j we have
with the assumption that ||a || < l-S -*" , ||f|| < l-a"* -1 .
Let us now estimate the equivalent perturbation due to the roundoff error in the application of the forward step in the method of square roots, i.e., in the decomposition of the matrix of system (k) into the product of two triangular matrices. It is known that the triangular 
The norm of C is indeed of interest to us as the norm of the total error T in the coefficients of system (2), while the norm of the vector A(A f) is the norm of the error in the right-hand side of the system. From (ll) in calculations with floating point, neglecting terms -2t of order 2 , we have As V. V. Voyevodln observed, these considerations permit us to obtain an estimate of the equivalent perturbation for the method of square roots which is n times better than that suggested in [2] , without the assumption of accumulation.
Actually from the above explanation it follows that with an -2t accuracy up to quantities of order 0(2 )
Passing from the Euclidean norm to the spectral norm, we ohtajn
This estimate is n times better than the one obtained in [?.], for example. For fixed point, an estimate analogous to (ih), derived from (12) with the assumption that |s. .| < 1, has the form
Using the relations (5)-(l5), ve obtain finally
HOb <2.71-2 _t llAI^IWA^)!! < 1.11-2** HAU ||f|l ; (f^)
T T respectively, for the calculation of the elements of A A and A f in the cases of tl, ti^, fi, fi .
2) We will now estimate the equivalent perturbation for the errors in Method B, which is equivalently an estimate of the errors in the elements of the system
which w^re obtained because of the inaccurate calculation of P and i. In order to obtain final results it is necessary to estimate the norms of AP and Ai. These estimates essentially depend on the actual method cf obtaining P, i.e., the method of transforming the system of simultaneous equations into system (2'). To obtain the matrix P we will eliminate 8 v^r'n in-I» the elements a of matrix A for which i > j. We will perform the elimination with the help of a matrix of rotation or reflection [3] .
Moreover, we will designate "by OL,OL,... constants, which depend on the actual method of rounding in the machiae. According to the assumptions of [1] , these constants are not more than a few units or 1-2 tens. In computing with fixed point
moreover, for it to be possible to compute with fixed point it is sufficient that i i V -
^
The same estimate Is correct for the error of rotating the right-hand side.
The estimate obtained is exactly like that given in [1, Chapter 3] , where actually the fact that the transfonned matrix Is square is not used. Considering that |lAP|| -( Z ||A \\ )' , we obtain from (l8) Finally, we obtain
This estimate is a little excessive, "but not by more than k-5 times for N < 100000.
Using this estimate for M, we find from. (20) and (2l) llAPil < a 3 n logg N-a'Vll > INll < c^ n logg N^'^fH for floating point and
for fixed point. for method B.:
•tii.ii2 1KP T P)1| < a5 (n.l)2-t |lAf, HP T i)ll < 05(^1)2-^1 l|fl| .
Comparing the obtained results, \e see that the estimates of the equivalent perturbations for the matrix of system 2 have the form where E << 1, so that n(N-n) E < 1.
Let us consider that computations are carried out with fixed point, and that the elementary matrix rotations dre computed exactly. Assume that multiplication by these matrices is equally exact. After each multiplication by an elementary matrix of rotation, one rounds off the elements obtained up to a t digit number with fixed point, which gives c1.n error of -t-1 2 . It is possible to assume that in this situation the elements of 6P, which stand on the main diag nal and above,· have the form (N-n)2-t -l + O{n(N-n) e 2-t). AJ_so, the cumponents of the vector M have this form wi t.' 1 numbers which are not larger than n.
Let us designate by 6x the vector of the error of the solution.
When ( P + 6P)(x + 6x) = J, + 6l, then, neglecting the product 6P6x., we --1 ----1 obtain 6x = P (6l -6Px). Having computed P and x, we obtain 
